
Control Design

0.1 Introdution

Eah mahine instrution is exeuted as a sequene of lower level oper-

ations, for example, for a ommonly used memory referene instrution

the lower level operations are:

1. dispath of address to address bus,

2. feth the instrution,

3. deode it,

4. feth operands,

5. exeute it, and

6. store the result.

These operations are alled miro-operations. The funtion of Control

unit is to initiate sequenes of miro-operations. The omplexity of the

digital system is derived from the variety of number of sequenes of miro-

operations that are performed.

While performing these miro-operations, the ontrol an be viewed

as state mahine that hanges from one state to another state in every

lok yle, depending on ontents of various registers. The output of

mahine, i.e. ontrol unit (CU) are ontrol signals: c0 . . . cn, whih ause

the miro-operations to our in a de�nite sequene.

The sequene of operations arried out is deided by wiring of logi

elements, hene the name hard-wired ontrol. The ontroller that uses

this approah an operate at high speed, but the ost and omplexity of

implementation are limitations.

An alternative approah is miro-programmed ontrol, where ontrol

signals are generated by a program similar to mahine language.
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0.2 Miro-operations

An instrution yle an be viewed as:

Instrution yle = Feth Cyle + Exeute yle.

Eah of the feth and exeute yles are performed as number of

miro-operations. Let the miro-operations be represented by lok y-

les: t1, t2, . . . , tn. A feth yle may onsist:

t1 : MAR← (PC)

t2 : MBR←Memory

PC ← (PC) + ℓ; (ℓ = length of this instrution)

t3 : IR← (MBR(opcode))

This is followed with exeute yle, whih varies from one instrution

to other instrution. If it is indiret address instrution, the exeution

follows after fething of the address.

Following are the operations for fething e�etive address after having

fethed the Instrution along with the indiret address, alled indiret

yle.

t4 : MAR← (MBR(indirectAddr))

t5 : MBR←Memory

t6 : MAR← (MBR(Addr))

t7 : MBR←Memory

Following are the miro-operations for interrupt-yle and exeute-

yles.

Interrupt Cyle:

t1 : MBR← (PC) ; save urrent PC value in MBR

t2 : MAR← Save addr; for saving PC

PC ← Subroutine addr; all subroutine

t3 : memory ← (MBR) ; save PC in stak

Following are miro-operations for the Exeute yle for performing

an addition. These miro-operations are less preditable.
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Instrution: ADD R1, X ;R1 ← R1 +X

t1 : MAR← (IR(Addr))

t2 : MBR←Memory

t3 : R1 ← (R1) + (MBR); The ontents of R1 and the one pointed

by x are added)

ISZ X: Inrement and skip next instrution, if result zero (PDP-8 mem-

ory referene instrution). It is used for loop ontrol with initial value of

loop ounter as negative. The following setion of the ode shows the use

of ISZ instrution.

initialize ounter x to -15 (say)

...

loop: loop-body

isz x

jmp loop

instrution

...

hlt

The sequene of miro-operations for ISZ x are:

t1 : MAR← (IR(Addr)); address of x goes in MAR

t2 : MBR←Memory; feth x in MBR

t3 : MBR← (MBR) + 1; inrement x

t4 : Memory ← (MBR); save x

if ((MBR)=0) then (PC = (PC)+1); performed as single miro-

operation.

The representation (PC) indiates the ontents of PC.

Subroutine all: The subroutine all for PDP-8 mahine is implemented

by BSA X, i.e. Branh-and-save-address Instrution. It returns the ad-

dress of next instrution is saved at X , and exeution start at X + 1.
Figure 1 shows the subroutine all using BSA instrution.

Following are the sequene of miro-operations for BSA.

t1 : MAR← (IR(addr)); move X into MAR
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Addr Addr

1000

1001

XBSA X 1001

subroutine

return

Instr.

Instr.

Instr.

call

Figure 1: Subroutine all using BSA Instrution.

MBR← (PC); move 1001 into MBR

t2 : PC ← (IR(addr)); move X into PC

Memory ← (MBR); save MBR (i.e 1001) at X

t3 : PC ← (PC) + 1 ; point PC to alled subroutine's ode

Subsequent to these miro-operations, the subroutine instrutions are

exeuted. On the ompletion of the subroutine, the return instrution

loads the value at x into the PC, whih returns the ontrol bak to

original ode.

0.3 Instrution yle

Eah phase of instrution is deomposed into sequene of elementary

operations (miro-ops). By de�ning the operations of proessor in terms

of these miro-ops, we an de�ne what ontrol unit should exatly do.

Implementation of miro-ops is nothing but the design of Control unit.

All miro-operations fall into one of these ategories:

� R-R: register-register data transfer

� R-bus: register-internal data bus data-transfer

� R-extbus: register-external bus data-transfer

� Performs arithmeti and logi operations using registers

� Following are the two funtions of CU:

1. Sequening: Causes the proessor to step through sequene of

miro-ops,

2. Exeution: CU auses eah miro-operation to be performed.
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0.3.1 Control Signals

The CU must omprise the logi to perform the sequening and exeution

of miro-operations. A typial ase of simpli�ed ontrol unit is shown in

the �gure 2.

Figure 2: Control unit

The Flags are required by CU to determine the status of proessor,

and outome of previous operations. For example, in the ISZ instrution,

the CU will inrement PC if zero �ag is set. The output of CU are

lassi�ed into two ategories:

� Control signals that are used within CPU,

� Control signals that are used to ontrol the bus.

All these ontrol-signals are diretly applied to the binary logi gates.

Following are the examples of ontrol signals generated at times t1, t2,

et., whih orresponds to the order of CPU lok pulses. Some of the

ontrol signals are also indiated in �gure 3, as indiated by lines c0 . . . c12.

A feth yle may omprise following miro-operations(see �gure 3):

t1 : MAR← (PC); open the gate(s) to let data to move: c6

t2 : MBR←Memory; open the gate(s): c2

PC ← (PC) + 1; not shown in this �g.

t3 : IR← (MBR); open the gate(s): c12

0.4 Hardwired Control

Eah ontrol signal is generated as funtion of inputs onsisting of �ags

and output from Instrution deoder, hene, a ontrol signal ci an be
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Figure 3: Control signals c0 : c12 ontrol the data �ow.

represented as, ci = f(signals, f lags, set of timing signals Ti). These

ontrol lines are making internal ontrol as well as the external ontrol

bus. In hard-wired ontrol, CU ats a state mahine. The CU makes

use of deoded opode from Instrution Register (IR) to generate signals

for fething, deoding, and exeution of eah instrution. The �gure 4

demonstrates, how eah ontrol signal ci is generated through ontrol

unit, due to the ombined e�et of many inputs.

Figure 4: Generating Control signals Ci through Control Unit.

0.5 Timing and Sequening of Miro-operations

Let the ontrol signals be p, q. And, let the state pq = 00 indiates

the feth yle of the instrution, pq = 01 is for indiret yle, pq = 10
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indiates exeute yle, and pq = 11 for interrupt yle. Then, a ontrol

line, say c2 (to allow to read data from external bus) an be generated

by: c2 = p̄q̄T2 + p̄q.T2. See �gure 3 for the position of c2. When the

ontrol lines are generated in this manner, it is alled hardwired ontrol

(HWC).

Let T1, T2, T3, . . . , are di�erent timing signals, eah orresponds to

CPU yle. A olletion of timing-signals is alled a mahine yle,

shown as M1,M2, et, in �gure 5. Let there be ontrol signals I0, I1
from Instrution deoder, representing LDA,ADD opodes, respetively.

The lines I0, I2 signal as memory-read when the instrution is exeuted.

Given this, the ontrol signal C2 (see �gure 5) an be generated by the

expression,

c2 = p̄q̄.T2 + p̄q.T2 + pq̄(LDA+ADD).T2 (1)

In addition to the proper ontrol signals, the lok yle must be long

enough to allow for propagation of signals along the data bus.

The hard-wired ontrol has the harateristis of being omplex, fast,

di�ult to design, and di�ult to modify. Also, lots of optimization is

required during the implementation phase.

The �gure 5 shows the timing signals, inluding the ontrol signals

for the 8085 miroproessors �OUT� instrution. The format of this in-

strution is

OUT n

where n is a 8-bit port address where aumulator A's ontents are to be

written. The Z is output temporary register of ALU. What ever is single

input to aumulator, it goes to Z beause the aumulator does not hold

a value.

0.6 Miro-Programmed Control

In miro-programmed ontrol, instead of generating the ontrol signals

from hardware logi, the ontrol signals are generated by a program sim-

ilar to mahine language, whih is stored in a memory inside the CPU,

alled ontrol memory. Eah word, alled ontrol-word, when fethed

from ontrol memory, the bits of that word generates ontrol lines of

true / false, from the bits 1/0. The word's individual bits, alled binary

variables, represent various ontrol signals. When a binary variable is in

the true state, the orresponding miro-operation is performed. In a bus

system ontrol signals speify miro-operation as group of bits that selet

the path in multiplexers, deoders, and ALU.
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Figure 5: Timing diagram of Instrution of 8085 OUT instrution.

The number of miro-operations are �nite. At one time only ertain

number of miro-operations are initiated. A sequene of ontrol words

orresponding to ontrol sequene of a mahine instrution onstitute

the miro-routine for that instrution, and individual ontrol words are

referred to as miro-instrution.

Miro-routines reside in ontrol memory, and its miro-instrutions

are aessed by miro-program ounter (µPC). Every time a new mahine

language instrution is loaded into IR, the µPC is initiated with new

address by starting address generator. This auses the suessive miro-

instrutions to be read from Control Memory.

The Control words, i.e.miro-instrutions, an be programmed to per-

form various operations on the omponents of the system.Control words

are interpreted by the miroprogram ontrol unit. A miroinstrution a

may speify one or more miro-operations. The �gure 6 shows a typial

miro-program ontrol unit.

Next

generation

(Sequencer)

Micro-
program

counter

(µPC)

Control

Memory

Control
Data

Register

(CDR)

address Control word

Next address Information

Figure 6: Miroprogrammed Control organization.
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A data register, alled Control Data Register (CDR) loads the miro-

instrution from ontrol-memory into miro-program instrution register.

Generally, the miro-programs are stati, i.e., they are permanently

stored in the ontrol memory. Changing a miro-program hanges the

instrution set for a CPU. A Dynami miroprogram is loaded initially

at the start of system in a RAM.

0.6.1 Control Unit Operation

On exeution of a miro-instrution, it determines the next address of

ontrol-word to be fethed. Sine a miro-program is not hardware to

generate the ontrol signals, a miroprogrammed system is far more �ex-

ible than a hard-wired ontrol. But, with some ost redued, the speed

of a miro-programmed system is slower than a hardwired system.

The address sequening is arried out as follows. Eah mahine in-

strution has its own miro-program routine in ontrol-memory to gener-

ate miro-operations. A mapping proess translates the mahine instru-

tion ode into miro-program routine's address. Miro-instrutions are

sequened by inrementing miro-program ounter(µPC), or omputed

by status bits in the ase of jump instrutions in the miro-program rou-

tine. After ompletion of exeution of a ontrol routine, ontrol is trans-

ferred to a feth routine. This is by unonditional branh miroinstru-

tion to �rst address of the feth routine. This fethes the next mahine

instrution from the main memory.

The onditional branhing in a miro-program is deided by status

bits(C, S, Z, et), whih are stored in some register. The status bits

together with branh address, ontrol the onditional branh deision

generated by branh logi. The �gure 7 shows the seletion of next miro-

instrution address.

The tasks performed by a Miroprogrammed Control Unit are as fol-

lows:

1. Miroinstrution sequening

2. Miroinstrution exeution

3. Must onsider both together

The above order has advantages that it simpli�es the design of ontrol

unit, it is heaper, less error-prone, but has the disadvantage of being

slower.

For miro-instrution sequening an be arried out using two address,

one address, and variable address format. In two address format, one
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Figure 7: Seletion of address for ontrol memory.

address is default address, and other is onditional branh address. This

however, wastes a lot of spae.

In one address format, a branh address is provided is always provided.

This may be onditional or unonditional.

In the variable address format, only branh instrutions have address,

and others not.

Following are the design onsiderations for miro-programmed on-

trol:

1. Size of miroinstrutions

2. Address generation time

It is determined by instrution register(One per yle, after in-

strution is fethed)

3. Next sequential address(ommon in most designs)

4. Branhes(both onditional and unonditional branhes)
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Miro-Instrution enoding

There are number of enoding tehniques used for enoding of miro-

instrutions.

� Funtional Enoding: In this tehnique, eah �eld ontrols some

funtions. For example, load aumulator, load ALU operands,

ompute next program ounter value, et.

� Resoure Enoding: In this approah, eah �eld ontrols some

resoure, like ALU, memory, et.

In a vertial format, a 8-bit miroinstrution may be split into sub-

�elds as type, operations, register, eah of size 3-bit, 3-bit, 2-bit, respe-

tively.

In a horizontal format, there may be large number of �elds, like,

register transfer, memory operation,sequene operation, ALU operation,

register seletion, et. As along as resoures are not ommon, many

operations an be done parallel in the horizontal instrution format.

0.7 Types of Miro-programmed Controls

In a miro-programmed ontrol, the Mahine instrutions' feth exeute

yle ause the mahine instrutions to be exeuted at CPU, while the

Miro-instrutions' feth-exeute yle produe ontrol signals for data

path. A µProgram is stored in ontrol memory, like ROM, PROM, or

EPROM.

In fat, a Miro-program de�nes the instrution set arhiteture of

a omputer, as it de�nes eah of the mahine instrution. To hange

instrution set, we reload ontrol memory by di�erent miro-program.

Miro-programmed ontrol is lassi�ed into two ategories: (1) Ver-

tial miro-programming, where eah miro-instrution spei�es single

(or few) miro-operations to be performed, and (2) Horizontal miro-

programming, where eah miro-instrution spei�es many di�erent miro-

operations to be performed in parallel.

0.7.1 Horizontal Miro-Programming

The �gure 8 shows horizontal miro-program instrution. The horizontal

miro-program ontrol divides ontrol signals into disjoint groups, and

implements eah group as separate �eld in memory word. Due to this

feature, the horizontal miro-programmed ontrol supports reasonable

levels of parallelism without too muh omplexity.
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The longer instrutions (ontrol words) have good potential of par-

allelism, and requires lesser enoding of miro-instrutions. The ontrol

memory is also larger, hene ost of the system shall be higher.

Micro-instruction address

jump conditions

Internal CPU control signals

System bus control signal

Figure 8: Horizontal Control Instrution.

0.7.2 Vertial Miro-Programming

In a vertial miro-programming, width of a miro-instrution is narrow,

ontrol signals are enoded into lg2 n bits of the number of ontrol lines,

and there is a limited ability to express parallelism. There is a onsid-

erable enoding of ontrol information. This requires external memory

word deoder to identify the exat ontrol line being manipulated.

The �gure 9 shows the vertial miro-programmed ontrol. Though

ompat, it does not support parallelism. The word length of ontrol-

word is small ompared to horizontal miro-programmed ontrol, as it

supports a higher level of enoding of miro-instrutions. Hene, the ost

of ontrol memory is less, with over all system as slower, with lesser ost.

Micro-instruction address

Function codes

jump condition

Figure 9: Vertial Miroprogrammed Control.

0.7.3 Control Memory

There are following riteria for miroprogram word length: Maximum

number of simultaneous miro-operations should be supported, the hoie

of ontrol depends on the way ontrol information is represented or en-

oded, and the way in whih the next miro-instrution address is spe-

i�ed. The �gure 10 shows the ontrol memory indiating the ontrol-

program struture.

The �gure 11 shows a �Pure hardwired ontrol v/s Pure miro-programmed

ontrol� design sequenes.
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Initially, the hardwire ontrol is represented using �nite state ma-

hine with state and transitions, where as in miro-programmed ontrol,

a miro-program routine instrutions realize these transitions. In miro-

program ontrol, the miro-program ounter auses swithing in state,

due to fething of next miro-instrution, while while in hardwired on-

trol (HWC) it is done through a state transition funtion. The third state

is logi equation in HWC, and truth table in miro-programmed ontrol.

In the last stage, HWC ontrol is implemented through programmable

logi arrays, while miro-program is stored in ROM memory.

jump to indirect or execute

jump to execute

jump to fetch

jump to opcode routine

jump to fetch or interrupt

fetch cycle routine

indirect cycle routine

interrupt cycle routine

execute cycle routine

AND routine

ADD routine

b
b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

b
b

Figure 10: Control Memory.

0.8 Hardwired v/s Miro-programmed Con-

trol

The miro-programs are simple to design, as it requires to enode the

ontrol lines and addresses in the miro-instrutions. Sine it is a pro-

gram, it is �exible, an adapt to hanges in organization with time and

tehnology. Also, it allows hanges whih are late in the design yle, and

even the hanges an be done in the �eld. Powerful instrution set an be

used, whih may require larger size of ontrol memory, as well omplex

instrutions.
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Figure 11: Hardwired v/s m-programmed ontrol design steps.

The miro-programmed ontrol provides the generality in the design,

due to whih even multiple instrution set an be used for the same ma-

hine. The instrution set an be tailor-made for for spei� appliation.

It is easy to design miro-programmed ontrol whih is bakward om-

patible in a family of proessors. Even, in di�erent organizations, same

instrution set an be used.

A miro-programmed ontrol may some-times be ostly, as it may

require speial tools for miro-program development and miro-program

ompiler.

Exerises

1. Based on the instrution BSA (�gure 1), answer the following ques-

tions:

(a) Can the subroutines be nested using this?

(b) Can the subroutine be alled reursively using this approah?

() What is disadvantage (if any)of this approah to subroutine

all?

2. A miroprogrammed ontrol organization shown in �gure 6 has the

following propagation delay times: 40 ns to generate next address,

10 ns to transfer the address into the ontrol address register (µPC),
40 ns to aess the ontrol memory ROM, and 40 ns to perform

the required miro-operations spei�ed by the ontrol word. What

is the maximum frequeny that the ontrol an use? What is the

maximum lok frequeny be if the ontrol data register is not used?
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3. The system shown in �gure 7 uses a ontrol memory of 1024 words

of 32 bits eah. The miro-operations �eld has 16-bits.

(a) How many bits are there in the branh address �eld and the

selet �eld?

(b) If there are 16-status bits in the system, how many bits of the

branh logi are used to selet a status bit?

() How many bits are left to selet an input for the multiplexers?

4. The ontrol memory shown in �gure 7 has 4096 words of 24 bits

eah.

(a) How many bits are there in the ontrol address register?

(b) How many bits are there in eah of the four inputs shown going

into the multiplexers?

() What is the number of inputs in eah multiplexer and how

many multiplexers are needed?

5. Explain how the mapping of from an instrution ode to a miroin-

strution address an be done by means of a read only memory?

6. Write a symboli miro-program routine for the ISZ X instrution.

7. Show how a 9-bit miro-operation �eld in a miroinstrution an

be divided into sub�elds to speify 46 miro-operations. What is

largest number of miro-operations that an be spei�ed in one

miro-instrution?

8. A omputer has 8 registers, an ALU with 32 operations, and a

shifter with 8-operations, all onneted to a ommon bus system.

(a) Formulate a ontrol-word for a miro-operation.

(b) Speify the number of bits in eah �eld of ontrol word and

give a general enoding sheme.

() Show the bits of ontrol word that speify the miro-operations

R4 ← R5 +R6.

9. RISC should use what ontrol, i.e., hardwired or miroprogrammed?
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